
 
Tryouts and the new Birth-Year Rule 
What you really need to know 
 
Key Points- 
 

ü The change is happening for Fall 2016 team formations. 
ü The change was initiated by US Soccer and implemented by US Youth Soccer and 

therefore MYSA, who fall under the US Youth Soccer umbrella 
ü EPSC will form teams based on birth-year. 
ü Players born Aug-Dec will move up a year ie; u15 becomes u17 
ü Players born Jan-July remain with same year group ie; u15 becomes u16 
ü Players, not whole teams, may be playing up a year if it is seen as the best all around fit 

for player and team. 
ü Players have always been able to play up but now it will get a closer look, this is a good 

thing as players will now, more so than ever, be in the best developmental situation. 
ü Teams that are playing Fall Season will play same age both Fall Season and the 

following Spring/Summer Season. 
ü The majority, (approx. 3 to 1) of MYSA Clubs are taking the same approach as us 

regarding the birth-year change and team formation. * 
 
 
F.A.Q’s 
 
Can I try out a year older? 
U15s on up can try out a year older if they wish. There is no guarantee of placement at a year 
older but it will be considered. Players not placed at the age they tried out for will be assigned a 
year lower at their own age. 
 
Can our whole team move up to a year older age, example- u14 team all moves to u16? 
No, moving a whole team to form a team is not a tryout; these are tryouts for placement of 
individuals in to a team. 
 
Will any age groups combine? 
It is possible and especially at older ages that age groups may combine but only to solve 
logistical problems. 
 
I heard there is a chance to petition for variance through MYSA, will EPSC be doing this? 
This is an option; it is more of a solution for clubs who don’t have C1 at every level. 
The petitions are being accepted on and after July 25th but at this time we do not see a need to 
petition for variance i.e. play a different level/move up 2 years. 
 
I cannot register my “2002” player in the “2001” and we want to try out a year older, what can I 
do? 
Please register in the correct birth-year but put in a note that your player is trying out a year older. 
 
My player is a u15 born August to December so is still in middle school, what will happen? 
EPSC will decide to either place those players in u14 squads for Fall (temporary as their true 
assignment for Summer 2017 is u15) or build a tournament only team for Fall for these “Gap” 
players. 
 



There is always some change from year to year, player movement, coaching assignments, bigger 
numbers and bigger fields etc. etc.! 
 
This year sees us preparing for more change. 
 
Thank you for your support. 
 
*Based upon early results of a recent MYSA survey 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 


